Heart
Heroes
2015

Our annual Heart Hero Awards recognise and
reward supporters, fundraisers, volunteers
and partners who have made an exceptional
contribution to our fight for every heartbeat.
It’s thanks to your ideas and innovations,
the time you donate and the money you
raise that we are inspired and driven
to win the fight against cardiovascular
disease across the UK.
Thank you Heart Heroes!
Simon Gillespie
Chief Executive
British Heart Foundation

Inspiration
Award
For an exceptional person, or group, who has
demonstrated a relentless determination to raise funds
and has been a big inspiration to others.

Empowering survivors
Geoffrey Roughton

People power
Ian Giles Ace of Hearts

‘The nicest man in Britain’
Luke Cameron

Geoffrey is an inspiration.
He helps the BHF in many
different ways from raising
vital funds, to being a
spokesperson at events.
Geoffrey is driven to make
a difference and also leads
a heart support group
inspiring and empowering
its members. He encourages
them to take control of
their heart health and to no
longer see themselves as
heart patients, but survivors.

Ace of Hearts not only offers
a support network to heart
patients, but a community
too. The group has around
200 members and holds
regular social events.
They are passionate about
helping the BHF through
fundraising and volunteering,
but also made a difference
by improving local health
care services.

Overcoming the challenges
of growing up with a heart
condition, Luke has used
this as the driving force to
improve the lives of others.
He dedicated a month to
volunteering for the BHF,
and by sharing his story,
has inspired others to get
involved. He has since
challenged himself to
volunteer for a different
charity every week for a year,
earning himself the title of
the ‘nicest man in Britain’.

Geoffrey Roughton speaking at the British Cardiovascular Society Conference

Young Hero
Award

Impact
Award

The winner of our Young Hero Award is an exceptional person,
aged 25 years and under, who is raising awareness of our fight for
every heartbeat and inspiring others to join in.

This award goes to a team of people who are working closely with us to
make an impact in the fight for every heartbeat. They have shown ambition
and innovation and their work will continue to have a legacy.

Mini motivators
Robin and Alice Gilbert

My brother, my hero
Morgan Caines

A support network
ICDC Surrey

Volunteering opens doors
Mark Connerton

Motivating change
Salli Grant

Robin and Alice were brought up to try
their best. So when emergency heart surgery
stopped their sport-loving dad George
in his tracks, Robin and Alice tried their
best to make sure he got his confidence
and motivation back. They exercised
alongside him until they got their sporty,
loving dad back.

Morgan is the sort of big brother you want
on your side when the going is tough.
Little brother Devon was born with serious
heart problems, but Morgan is there when
he needs him. Morgan gave Devon the
confidence to take part in filming for a BHF
campaign by appearing alongside him. He’s
raised money with bake sales at school and
in his quiet way he continues to be the sort
of big brother every little brother would want.

Having an ICD fitted for an
abnormal heart rhythm can
be life changing. But for
many it is a case of coming
to terms with a new way
of living. This can be scary,
and heart support group
ICDC Surrey understand this.
They have acted to ensure
that patients are helped
through the uncertainty,
and leave hospital informed,
empowered and supported.

Mark and Nikki know the
impact volunteering can
have. Working with the
BHF they offer volunteer
placements to people with
special needs and those
dealing with personal
issues. These opportunities
are vital to help improve
confidence and work
experience. By raising money
and helping to organise
and support events, these
volunteers have become
valued members of the
BHF family.

Salli is a motivator and
dedicated to enhancing
the health of heart patients
in her local community.
Understanding that heart
patients are often worried
about how far they can push
themselves, she leads fitness
classes that allow them
to exercise in a safe and
supportive environment.
For many the results have
been life changing.

Speaking up
Rehana Browne
Rehana is a musician, but it’s her voice
she has used to support the BHF. Rehana
suffered a cardiac arrest aged just 22, hours
before she was due to play the flute at a
concert. She has since found a different
audience, speaking up about heart disease
to move and inspire our celebrity supporters,
donors and the public.

Thinking big
Alice Hodgson
Alice may be small in stature but she’s big on
ideas. Heart problems meant she struggled
from birth. But she’s overcome illness and
operations, to take on huge fundraising
tasks. For our Wear it. Beat it. campaign
Alice was thinking big. A red-themed film
night, red cakes donated by a local baker
and 80 hand-written invitations led to
thousands of pounds for the BHF.

Alice Hodgson, survivor and fundraiser

Members of ICDC Surrey

INNOVATION
Award

Influencing
Award

For an individual or team who has shown drive and
commitment to bring about innovation and improvements that
are making a difference in the fight for every heartbeat.

For an individual, or group, who has used their
voice in an imaginative way to further the fight against
cardiovascular disease.

Cooking up change
Urmila Sodha

A formidable force
Dr Najmi Qureshi

The power of a personal
story – Samantha Hobbs

Olympic-sized enthusiasm
Steve Malde

Getting people back on
their feet – Megan Dowell

Head cook Urmila has been instrumental in
the fight to reduce levels of heart disease in
Asian families. Thanks to her commitment
and determination a pilot social cooking
scheme with small beginnings has turned in
to massive change for a whole community.

Najmi has never given up the fight for
heart patients. Her constant commitment
to provide quality care and rehabilitation
whether it is through her work as a
cardiologist or as a fundraiser reflects her
drive. Thanks to Najmi’s efforts the SW
Heart charity has been able to raise enough
money to fund a Cardiac Rehab and Heart
Failure Nurse Specialist.

Samantha’s story stops
people in their tracks. She
was just 14 when she used
CPR to save her mum’s life.
Now Samantha is stopping
those with power and
influence in their tracks.
She’s used her own story
to lobby ministers, MPs,
and party leaders for school
pupils to be trained in CPR.
Since campaigning in her
own home town, hundreds
more pupils are learning vital
life saving skills.

As a London 2012 Games
Maker Steve got a taste for
community volunteering.
He turned his talents to the
BHF cause, training 1,200
people in emergency life
support skills. He helped
pioneer our new Heart
Health Speaker volunteer
role. He now brings
Olympic passion and
enthusiasm to his new role,
influencing people to look
after their hearts.

Megan understands that
a heart attack can knock
a person off their feet. The
exercise expert helps coach
people who have suffered
a heart attack back to
fitness. She’s created a new
service to give cardiac rehab
patients the confidence
to step into a gym. She
transforms lives by helping
those who’ve been knocked
down get back up again.

Urmila Sodha leading the social cooking project

Mandy, Samantha and Nick Hobbs

VOLUNTEER OF
THE YEAR
Our Volunteers of the Year generously give their
time and energy to fight for our cause.

Fundraising
Volunteer
of the Year
Helen Fox
Helen has always been dedicated. Thirty
years on from first joining the BHF as a
volunteer Helen shows no sign of slowing
down. Her drive and passion for the cause
has helped raise over £600,000 and her
love for BHF has inspired countless others.

Retail
Volunteer
of the Year
Michael Pearse
Michael goes the extra mile. Michael started
volunteering as a driver/collector to give
back to the BHF after losing his father and
then his daughter to heart problems.
Over the last 2 years he has become
many customers favourite driver and has
completed 725 collections, picking up
5,905 bags, covering 4,290 miles.

Retail Young
Volunteer of the Year
(Standard shop)
Luke Walker-Wood
Jason is the embodiment of what it means
to be a BHF volunteer. He first joined to
develop his self-confidence, but in return
has had a lasting impact on the charity
after clocking up over 12,500 hours over
the last nine years.

Retail Young
Volunteer of the Year
(Furniture & Electrical)
André Capiteux
André has the BHF drive. After starting
out as a Duke of Edinburgh Award volunteer
he stepped up to the cause when he saw
stock was running low. He jumped to action
getting his school on board with Bag it.
Beat it. bringing in 400 bags and £600
in donations.
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